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ABSTRACT:  12th International Aphasia Rehabilitation Conference, June 2006
The co-construction of engagement in conversations of older people with aphasia 


Background: Social communication is an integral part of everyday living and plays a vital role in establishing and maintaining psychosocial wellbeing. Conversations are the most frequent communication activities of older people (Davidson, Worrall, & Hickson, 2003). There is evidence that aphasia impacts on a person’s ability to participate in social conversations. Since the functions of everyday conversations are both transactional and interactional, it is important to understand how engagement in conversations between people with aphasia and their family and friends is accomplished. 
Aims: The primary aim of this study was to examine the role of nonverbal and verbal resources in the construction of engagement in conversations between older people with aphasia and their regular communication partners. 
Methods: Naturalistic conversations were videotaped and conversations of three older people with aphasia and two of their typical communication partners were transcribed. Conversational analysis (CA) was employed to examine the collaborative nature of communication in the conversational dyads and to illuminate key verbal and nonverbal resources within the recorded conversational events. 
Findings: The analysis exposed the resources of body and eye contact, repetition, prosody and laughter within the conversational exchanges and the interaction between these resources in the co-construction of engagement between the interactants.  This study has highlighted the rich and rigorous method of CA in detailing the dynamics and complexities of authentic conversations involving an older person with aphasia.  Findings indicated that the nonverbal resource of laughter and the verbal resource of repetition function to signify engagement in conversations. Furthermore, the nonverbal resources of body and eye contact and prosody may demonstrate engagement or disengagement from conversations. 
Discussion: This research has illuminated the importance of transcription conventions that detail the verbal and nonverbal features inherent in exchanges between a person with aphasia and his or her conversation partner. The collaborative nature of conversations has been highlighted and an understanding of the role of gaze, prosodic features, laughter and repetition expanded. This study supports the call for a focus on social affiliation and connectedness between people with aphasia and their communication partners. Findings have implications for therapy interventions with older people with aphasia and point to a focus on the conversational partnership and the interactional nature of social communication. In-depth understanding of the verbal and nonverbal resources available to a conversational dyad may inform therapy that aims to facilitate active and satisfying participation in daily conversations for both the person with aphasia and their family member or friend. 
Conclusions: CA is confirmed as a powerful tool for examining social interactions and for informing therapy that has a focus on establishing and maintaining engagement in conversation between the older person with aphasia and their communication partner.
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